The Deep Pacific Ocean Is Broken/Dead; Devoid Of Life For
Thousands Of Miles, Where It Used To Be Filled With Life, Tide
Pools From Mexico To BC Sterilized, Devoid Of 99 Percent Of
What Used To Be There
The Deep Pacific Ocean Is Broken/Dead; Devoid Of Life For Thousands Of Miles, Where It
Used To Be Filled With Life, Tide Pools From Mexico To BC Sterilized, Devoid Of 99 Percent
Of What Used To Be There
This article discusses the many ways that the Pacific and other oceans are dying. Mass die off's
are common for reasons such as ocean dead zones caused by agricultural industry fertilizer run
off, over fishing, chemicals, toxic heavy metal radioactive poisons, and more.

ALMOST EVERYONE KNOWS ABOUT DEAD OCEAN ZONES
The scientists discuss the dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico, which is a place that has no birds, no
fish, no living creatures at all, simply due to a lack of oxygen.
Video; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jjN36nwXzU 2
min
As these 'dead zones' grow larger and expand to more places, the oceans of the world are slowly
being strangled by chemicals, radiation, heavy metal poisons, toxic chemicals and acidification,
just to name a few of many problems.

400 Oxygen Deprived Dead Zones Exist In Oceans Globally
There are many reasons for dead zones in the world's oceans. There are over 400 dead zones
around the planet in the world's oceans. These dead zones are growing overall, due to
human activities. These oxygen deprived dead zones are growing larger each year, and
spreading to more areas all over the world.
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/oceanic-dead-zones-spread/
An example of one growing dead zone is on the Pacific coast off of Oregon and Washington;
details at link below;
http://nca2009.globalchange.gov/pacific-coast-dead-zones
Dead Zones In World's Oceans And Large Lakes Growing, Close To 2 Million Square Miles
Globally
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/06/2014-dead-zones-in-worlds-oceans-and.html
A different kind of dead zone in the Pacific may potentially be slowly moving towards the US, as
described by a sailboat captain below. This dead zone may be due to a combination of the
tsunami washout from Japan, plus the added layer of radiation coming from the Fukushima mega

nuclear disaster that continues up to today. Fukushima is still pouring massive quantities of
radioactive water into the Pacific, right up to today. This mega nuclear disaster is just beginning
and it is getting worse and worse.
The nuclear industry and mass media stopped covering Fukushima, or they claim it is in cold
shutdown, and normal decommissioning. Low dose radiation is 'harmless' according to pro
nuclear apologists and biologists repeating it ad nauseum. But is that really true?

CBNC DISCUSSES EARTHS DYING OCEANS IN TERMS OF
OVERFISHING; MAN MADE EXTINCTIONS ARE THE CONSEQUENCE IF
NOTHING IS DONE
CNBC: The Earth's dying oceans threatened with mass extinction
Around 90 percent of the world's fisheries are either "fully exploited, overexploited or have
collapsed," according to the Monterey Bay Aquarium. More than twice as many fishing
boats than fishery stocks can sustain are in the water. "There are simply too many boats
chasing a dwindling number of fish," said an aquarium spokesperson.
http://www.cnbc.com/2015/11/20/the-earths-dying-oceans-threatened-with-massextinction.html?slide=2

LOW DOSE RADIATION FACTS AND RESEARCH
Everyone would agree that science consists of looking at all potential root causes for any
problems, correct? The Pacific is experiencing a mass die off event, plus acidification.
Why would supposed ocean 'experts' refuse to even look at low dose radiation as a potential root
cause of ANY problems in the world's oceans, including mass die offs and/or acidification? Is
man made toxic heavy metal radioactive poison really that harmless and innocent? How many
different and famous people are saying the opposite? How many of these people are scientists,
medical
doctors
and
nuclear
experts?
What follows is a long list of famous people saying that even low doses of man made toxic
heavy metal radioactive poisons are harmful and cause damage. Bottom line, there is NO
safe dose of man made toxic heavy metal radioactive poison; none.
Quotes From Famous People About Nuclear Energy And Radiation Dangers
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/quotes-from-famous-people-about-nuclear.html
Dr. Sternglass; Low Dose Radiation Hazard; Weakened Immunity
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/dr-sternglass-low-dose-radiation-hazard.html
Low Dose Radiation Causes Oxygen Depletion Globally, Kills Oxygen Producing Trees And
Algae
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/low-dose-radiation-causes-oxygen.html

The fact is that radiation from Fukushima is still POURING out a high level radiation poisonous
river into the Pacific ocean, both in the air, the water and the groundwater. It has been pouring
out since 3/11, from multiple broken open reactors. The nuclear industry experts are preying on
public ignorance when they say no one died and there is no effect on the ocean or the rest of the
world, because, they says it is all 'diluted'.
Pouring 600-6,000 pounds of man made toxic heavy metal radioactive poisonous plutonium and
multiple times the total radiation that Chernobyl released into the upper atmosphere is not
something anyone can magically make go away and disappear.
The Fukushima mega nuclear disaster is NOT GOING AWAY. This poison is not being diluted,
but it is being passed up the food chain via bioconcentration and bioaccumulation. This global
mega nuclear disaster is NOT OVER. In fact this mega nuclear disaster is just starting.
Radiation Expert: Enormous amount of contamination flowing from Fukushima will probably
imperil entire Pacific Ocean — Threatens other countries, food chain — Absolutely can reach
U.S. and Canadian shores (VIDEO) August 12, 2013
Senior Scientist: Plume of Fukushima nuclear material from initial releases to reach U.S. West
Coast before August 2014 — Will continue for years as contamination never stopped flowing
into ocean (AUDIO) August 9, 2013
Nuclear Engineer: “Alarm bells” are going off over Fukushima plume coming to US West Coast
— People will be dying from radiation that’s flowing across Pacific — Massive amounts of
nuclear waste are flowing into ocean every day, and will for more than a century — “We’ve
contaminated the biggest source of water on planet, and there’s no way to stop it”
(VIDEO) April 7, 2016
Fukushima Leaking High Level Radioactive Trench/Tunnel And Basements Waste Water Into
Pacific Ocean DAILY, Radiation Going Up Food Chain, Tanks Leaking Radioactive Gases
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2012/04/fukushima-leaking-radioactive-water.html
Fukushima - Up To 50 Cubic Miles Of Radioactive Water Are Pouring Into Pacific Per Year
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/03/fukushima-200-million-gallons-of-highly.html
The Radioactive River Styx Flows Through Fukushima, Leading Directly To Underworld,
Hades, Death And Chaos
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2015/02/the-radioactive-river-styx-flows.html
WATCH: Professor links die-offs on US West Coast to Fukushima radiation — “Nobody has
any idea what to do about the continuing contamination” — River flowing under plant with
“molten fuel on the bottom” and it’s going into ocean (VIDEO)
http://enenews.com/yale-professor-links-die-offs-on-us-west-coast-with-fukushima-nobody-hasany-idea-what-to-do-about-the-continuing-contamination-river-flowing-under-plant-withmolten-fuel-on-the-bottom-a/comment-page-1#comment-824727

STUDY SHOWS THAT MAN MADE HEAVY METAL RADIOACTIVE
POISONS HAVE A MAGNIFIED EFFECT WHEN COMBINED WITH NaCl
IN OCEAN WATER; SALT MAGNIFIES KILLING POWER OF SMALL
AMOUNTS OF PLUTONIUM, CESIUM, STRONTIUM, ETC.
rogerthat May 5, 2016 Enhancement of the Over-all Lethal Effect of Ionizing Radiations on
Microorganisms by Sodium Chloride
The over-all lethal effect of irradiation on microorganisms was enhanced by NaCl. The fact
that this phenomenon of radiation enhancement was observed in the case of cells which gave the
one-hit type survival curve suggested that radiation damage responsible for this phenomenon was
not restricted to biological targets. (Abstr. Japan Med., 1: No. 10, 1961).
Authors:OKAZAWA, Yoshishige ; NAMIKI, Mitsuo ; YAMASHITA, Satoru ; MATSUYAMA,
Akira
Publication Date:
1960-01-01
Journal Name: Bulletin of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan; Journal Volume: 24;
Journal Issue: 3; Other Information: Orig. Receipt Date: 31-DEC-61 …
http://www.osti.gov/scitech/biblio/4839314-enhancement-over-all-lethal-effect-ionizingradiations-microorganisms-sodium-chloride
from a distance May 5, 2016 Well there you go. This study just adds to my theory that
Fukushima fallout in the ocean has affected the ocean. The ocean is full of sodium and chloride
ions which logically must now be interacting with thousands of PBq's worth of 1,000+ different
radionuclides, in ways physicists have not even begun to map.

2017 - WEST COAST AND CALIFORNIA TIDE POOLS ARE STERILIZED,
ALMOST NOTHING LEFT ALIVE IN THEM
2017 - Massive die-off of sea creatures from California to Alaska — Animals starving as
food chains continue to collapse — Mass starvation events plague West Coast — Scientist:
“Felt like I was doing nothing but counting dead animals” — TV: Deaths really quite
troubling (VIDEO)
http://enenews.com/massive-die-off-of-sea-creatures-from-california-to-alaska-animals-starvingas-food-chains-continue-to-collapse-mass-starvation-events-plague-west-coast-scientist-felt-likei-was-doing-not
On top of that is the chemical and heavy metal poison that was dumped into the Pacific due to
the
tsunami.
Fukushima news; California’s Empty DEAD tide pools, kevin D. blanch
Video; https://youtu.be/D8oGD_vEVag 4 min.

200 KILOMETERS OF CANADIAN PACIFIC COAST LINE AND SHALLOW
TIDE POOLS IS A DEAD ZONE, DEVOID OF 99 PERCENT OF WHAT
USED TO BE THERE
FEB 2015 UPDATE: 200 Kilometers Of Canadian Pacific Coast Line Dead Zone Devoid of
99% Of All Life, Almost All Tidal Zone Species Missing Entirely
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/08/200-kilometers-of-canadian-pacific.html
Something very bad and very deadly is happening in the Pacific oceans. Maybe radiation from
Fukushima is just one of many things that are causing the mass die off of just about all life in the
Pacific. The supposed experts deny anything really bad is happening and blame 'viruses' on the
mass die off of many sea life species such as sea stars, seals, and more.
The experts refuse to test the tissues of dead animals and other top of the food chain sea creatures
for radiation or heavy metals such as uranium or plutonium.

CHITIN SOAKS UP RADIATION LIKE A SPONGE SOAKING UP WATER,
BUT SCIENTISTS REFUSE TO LOOK AT ANYTHING AROUND MAN
MADE ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVE HEAVY METAL POISONS POURING
OUT OF FUKUSHIMA, PAST A BROKEN ICE WALL

Chitin; How Fukushima Radiation Is Causing Insects And Sea Creatures To Disappear By
Destroying Chitin; Will Man Made Chitin Become The Next Biodegradable Plastic? Chitin
Studies
Listed
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2016/02/chitin-how-fukushima-radiation-is.html

Chemical Aftermath: Contamination and Cleanup Following the Tohoku
Earthquake and Tsunami
Many toxic, poisonous, hazardous or dangerous chemicals were washed into the ocean, all at
once after the tsunami hit. "The resulting list includes acrylamide, asbestos, benzene, bisphenol
A, bromomethane (methyl bromide), cadmium, chromium compounds, chloroform,
chlorodifluoromethane, ethylene glycol, dioxins, formaldehyde, lead, mercury, toluene, and
xylene (see map, p. A292).22 Many of these compounds are respiratory hazards, neurotoxicants,
and/or carcinogens. Many are potentially acutely toxic. Some are also environmentally
persistent, which raises potential issues of long-term contamination, particularly to local soil and
water.....
Yoshioka said the tsunami sludge could also include heavy metals, PCBs, and other pollutants
washed down rivers by mines and factories before strict anti-dumping laws were passed in the
late 1960s and 1970s.."

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3222972/

FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR DISASTER IS JUST STARTING
Do not let the nuclearists and pro nuclear apologists get away with their propaganda. These
'experts' are nothing more than paid whores reporting in the same way as yellow journalists do in
the worst propaganda fashion, in order to protect the nuclear industry. This is the MOST
IMPORTANT STORY ON EARTH, bar none. Things are getting worse, not better. Here is
DIRECT evidence that things are still out of control at Fukushima.
Japan Radioactive Iodine 131 In Sewage Sludge Levels RISING Since March 2011 To Present
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/09/iodine-131-in-sewage-sludge-amounts.html
Fukushima is the biggest nuclear industry conspiracy and coverup happening right now. Most
people are so absorbed in their daily lives, that they are not paying attention to this mega nuclear
disaster. The mass media keeps everyone focused on really important things like dancing,
royalty, trials of celebrities, marriages, divorces, minor political squabbles, and people's
problems.
Fukushima Getting Worse And Worse, Iodine 131, Cesium, Strontium Levels Spiking Up
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/12/radioactive-rain-falling-downwind-of.html
Fukushima - Growing Alarm, Things Going Downhill Fast; 2 BILLION Bq/Liter Cesium 137
Radioactive Water Going Into Ocean
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/fukushima-growing-alarm-things-going.html

SCIENTIFIC STUDIES ON MARINE ORGANISMS
FUKUSHIMA RADIATION CAN CAUSE MASS DIE OFFS

PROVE

THAT

Gamma radiation induces growth retardation, impaired egg production, and oxidative stress in
the marine copepod Paracyclopina nana
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0166445X14000605
Gamma rays induce DNA damage and oxidative stress associated with impaired growth and
reproduction in the copepod Tigriopus japonicus
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0166445X14001349
Professors: 100s of Millions of animals have died recently along West Coast — Worst mortality
event ever known — “Wiped out at least 20 different species” — Marine life also disappearing
from Fukushima coast (VIDEO)
http://enenews.com/professors-largest-mass-mortality-associated-disease-recorded-place-alongwest-coast-hundreds-millions-died-epidemic-wiped-20-different-species-sea-life-alongfukushima-coast-missing-video

Guardian: Pacific Ocean “turning into a desert” off California — Experts: Entire generation of
baby sea lions is dying; It’s incredible, it’s so unusual and there’s no good explanation for it;
Expect same thing to happen again next year — Carts filled with emaciated dead bodies
(PHOTOS)
http://enenews.com/guardian-pacific-ocean-turning-desert-california-expert-entire-generationbaby-sea-lions-dying-carts-filled-dead-bodies-photos

SAILOR REPORTS THAT 3/11 TSUNAMI AND FUKUSHIMA MEGA
NUCLEAR DISASTER CREATED A HUGE DEAD ZONE IN PACIFIC
Let's start with a sailboat owner reporting that thousands of miles of Pacific Ocean is 'dead'.
Assuming this report is true and not made up to get attention, why is the Pacific ocean DEAD
and devoid of ALL LIFE? Could it be that the huge amount of radiation that came out of
Fukushima was actually A LOT MORE than what was reported, and that it was much more toxic
than is being report by the mass media?
Why is it taking a single report from a single sailor to tell us what is really going on, instead of
ocean biologists?
So what is really important news that is not being covered? Maybe this would be worthy of much
more attention? Here is a direct quoted report from the sailor who went from Osaka Japan to San
Francisco, California recently;
He reports; "The next leg of the long voyage was from Osaka to San Francisco and for most
of that trip the desolation was tinged with nauseous horror and a degree of fear.
"After we left Japan, it felt as if the ocean itself was dead," Macfadyen said.
"We hardly saw any living things. We saw one whale, sort of rolling helplessly on the
surface with what looked like a big tumour on its head. It was pretty sickening.
"I've done a lot of miles on the ocean in my life and I'm used to seeing turtles, dolphins,
sharks and big flurries of feeding birds. But this time, for 3,000 nautical miles there was
nothing alive to be seen."
http://www.theherald.com.au/story/1848433/the-ocean-is-broken/?cs=12
He also reported that the paint color on his boat was affected by some unknown chemical or
substance in the ocean, which has never happened before. He has sailed all around the world and
his boat has never been affected like this before. What is in the water that is causing this? Why is
no one studying this?
He also talked about his experience of sailing through the 3,000 mile long Japanese garbage zone
that extends from Japan to close to California, where nothing lives and no fish or birds are
visible. Normally, any piece of trash or debris floating in the ocean is a life filled island, full of

life both above and below water, with birds above and fish below it, and seaweed hanging from
it. This story was also featured in major news outlets, so it is not some wild conspiracy theory, as
the pro nuclear apologists like to claim:
The Guardian: Yachtsman describes horror at ‘dead’, rubbish strewn Pacific Ocean
USA Today: Sailor’s discovery: ‘The ocean is dead’
Telegraph: Maritime waste: Our oceans are threatened by a toxic tide
Salon: “It felt as if the ocean itself was dead”: One sailor’s heartbreaking voyage
2015 UPDATE: 200 Kilometers Of Canadian Pacific Coast Line Dead Zone Devoid of 99% Of
All Life, Almost All Tidal Zone Species Missing Entirely
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/08/200-kilometers-of-canadian-pacific.html
The Deep Pacific Ocean Is Broken/Dead; Devoid Of Life For Thousands Of Miles Where It
Used To Be Filled With Life; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/10/the-deep-pacific-ocean-is-brokendead.html
Report: Toxins Found in Whales Bode Ill for Humans
A report released Thursday noted high levels of cadmium, aluminum, chromium, lead,
silver, mercury and titanium in tissue samples taken by dart gun from nearly 1,000 whales
over five years. From polar areas to equatorial waters, the whales ingested pollutants that
may have been produced by humans thousands of miles away, the researchers said.
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2010/06/24/report-toxins-found-whales-bode-ill-humans
Phytoplankton Population Drops 40 Percent Since 1950
Researchers find trouble among phytoplankton, the base of the food chain, which has
implications for the marine food web and the world's carbon cycle
Researchers at Canada's Dalhousie University say the global population of phytoplankton
has fallen about 40 percent since 1950. That translates to an annual drop of about 1 percent of
the average plankton population between 1899 and 2008.
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/phytoplankton-population/
Plutonium And Cesium Bio-Concentrates 26,000 Times In Ocean Algae, Up To 5,570,000
Bq/Kg in Land Algae
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/04/plutonium-and-cesium-bio-concentrates.html

2015 UPDATE - A FISHERMAN WITH 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE SELLS HIS
BOAT AND REPORTS ON THINGS HE HAS NEVER SEEN BEFORE
papacares April 22, 2015 friends – just reporting here from a talk with a fisherman, yesterday, of
more than 40 years spent out on the ocean from AK to Cabo, they told me they sold their boat
and got out because extremely weird things are happening out there – when asked, like what,

they said strange sounds, crazy winds and the ocean has a different almost crystal color. They
said, it takes so much fuel to get far enough out to even begin fishing it is not worth it financially
and then they dropped the big one being the ocean temp has gone up 5 degrees at fishing
depth, there is nothing out there, no food and fish go where there is food and there just is
not anything out there for them to feed on. They also said not many people notice this but
all the sea lions in the bay here are juveniles, the breeders have disappeared. With sadness
they said the ocean is changing so much it is almost like it is dying. I then mentioned F1 and
they said but if so,why is not this being reported, how can this be?

PhilipUpNorth April 22, 2015 "Paapacares, This fisherman is one of the lucky ones. He got out,
and sold his boat. Most fishing boat owners will find no buyers for their boats, which will slowly
decay at anchor, in derelect harbors. There will soon be nothing to catch, no matter how far out
into the Pacific you go. And even though the main stream press ignores this story, one by one,
people are making a decision not to eat Pacific Ocean seafood. This is a very sad development,
for the world is losing an industry that adds about $30,000,000,000 to the global domestic
product every year.
Can you spell "depression", boys and girls?"

HOW BIG WAS FUKUSHIMA IN TERMS OF TOTAL PEAK RADIATION
RELEASE, COMPARED TO CHERNOBYL OR 2,400 OPEN AIR NUCLEAR
BOMB TESTS?

Credit/source Fukushima Response Campaign
We got an email yesterday from someone quoting Ken B to say that contaminated fish is only
problem in Japan, not west coast...that may actually be somewhat true now, but Ken always
adds: "it could get worse".
Here's something Oceanus published earlier this year: Fukushima released up to 100,000
times more cesium-137 in surface ocean waters than Chernobyl or nuclear weapons testing
http://www.whoi.edu/cms/files/Radioisotopes_in_the_Ocean_167804.pdf
For more in depth information on this, go to;
2015 Update - Total Fukushima Radiation Released Into Ocean, Air, Groundwater, Storage
Tanks
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2012/02/total-fukushima-radiation-released-into.html

There is a huge coverup around Fukushima, just like there was after Three Mile Island, Santa
Susana, Sellafield, Chernobyl and 100 other nuclear disasters you probably never even heard
about.
Nuclear Power Plant Threats, Accidents, Recycling Nuclear Fuel, Movie Reviews, Next
Generation Nuclear Plants, Terrorists
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/p/nuclear-accidents-around-world.html
But the Fukushima mega disaster is 10-100 times worse, or more, just due to the 600-6000
pounds of plutonium dust and gas that was released, if nothing else. Even if this dead ocean story
turns out to be a made up fantasy, that much is still true.
How Dangerous Is 400-6000 Pounds Of Plutonium Nano Particle Dust Liberated By
Fukushima?
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/08/how-dangerous-is-400-6000-pounds-of.html

MASS DIE OFFS ARE NOW COMMON IN PACIFIC OCEAN, AFTER 3/11
Kevin Blanch Mar 19, 2015 "Post ignorance , the Pacific Genocide cause of the new Genocide
forever walk, I won't just stop there; Painting the soup can. By the way have some amazing
videos of the historic best tide pools in California,...They are DEAD,, all the tide pools are dead,
and
I
have
seen
thousands
of
them
on
this
walk."
Video; https://youtu.be/afapuPx1tu8 13
min.
Thankfully, this story got a little traction, via the above news outlets, but that is a drop in the
bucket, compared to what this story should have gotten.
Deep-sea ‘graveyard’ filled with the corpses of ocean giants discovered by robotic sub
A chance video recorded by a robotic submarine has revealed an underwater graveyard housing
the corpses of some gigantic sea creatures.
http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/05/13/deep-sea-graveyard-filled-with-the-corpses-of-oceangiants-discovered-by-robotic-sub/
One indication of just how bad things got in the Pacific after 3/11, is a study showed that 98
percent of the ocean bottom 150 miles offshore in the Pacific was covered with formerly
living sea creatures. The normal amount was 1 percent.
http://enenews.com/study-dead-sea-creatures-covered-98-of-seafloor-last-year-150-miles-offcalifornia-coast-had-been-less-than-1-previously
What if there are many more dead animals on the bottom of the Pacific ocean, not discovered
just because we know about as much about the deep ocean bottom and what happens there, as we
do the surface of Venus?
The Japanese 3/11 debris field and dead zone is nothing but death and deadness, according to
two different studies that looked at the ocean after 3/11 from two different vantage points.

Because no one has researched it, it more than likely has to be because something very toxic and
deadly is coming along with the debris.
Certainly chemicals and oil products are in this tsunami debris field that washed out of Japan, but
just as surely, man made radiation from Fukushima Daichi (and possibly other nuclear plants) is
in the mix as well. Radiation has it's own effect. When will this dead zone arrive via the currents
from Japan on American shores? What negative effect will it have? Does this dead zone really
exist,
because
no
one
else
has
confirmed
it?
Time
will
tell.
Graph
showing
collapse
of
whale
numbers
http://britishseafishing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Whale-Graph.png

historically

Killer Whales And Giant Whales Dying In Pacific Ocean, Population Dropping, Huge Numbers
Washing Ashore Dead, Emaciated, Starved To Death, Sea Otters Deaths Increase
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/09/killer-whales-die-off-along-pacific.html

SARDINE POPULATION CRASHED AFTER 2011, NEGATIVE EFFECTS
OF FUKUSHIMA RADIATION DUMP INTO PACIFIC ARE RIPPLING
THROUGH THE FOOD CHAIN

Just In: Emergency closure of fishery along entire West Coast — Almost no babies surviving
since 2011 — “Catastrophic crash… Population decimated… Crisis… Collapse so severe” —
“Latest in series of alarming die-offs… mass reproductive failures… strange diseases” —
Official: “A lot of weird things out there”
http://enenews.com/emergency-closure-fishery-along-entire-west-coast-practically-babiessurvived-2011-population-decimated-catastrophic-crash-collapse-severe-latest-series-alarmingdie-offs-along-west-coast-mas/

HAWAII DIVE FINDS JUST DEAD CORALS AND ALMOST COMPLETE
LACK OF ALL SEA LIFE
What is causing the death of corals and the mass die off and extinction of around 130 species per
day globally?
It used to be that the coral reefs were the place where one could find masses of colorful fish on
many colored reefs. The water was crystal clear due to the filtering work done by countless
millions
of
reef
organisms
and
sea
creatures.
Now the water is murky, the many dying or dead corals are covered with algae. Most corals in
this
video
look
like
they
are
sick,
dead
or
dying.
Video; http://youtu.be/b9siRju_IOY 11
min.

The sea creatures and fish have almost completely disappeared, with only a few left where there
used to be countless millions of them. There is a huge problem in Paradise. Although a location
is not specified in this video, it serves as a warning that something REALLY BAD is happening,
and more than likely, it is human caused.
What would the Hawaii ancestors and original inhabitants who lived in harmony with Nature on
these islands for many tens of thousands of years say about what is happening now?
OFFICIAL Music Video; Israel "IZ" Kamakawiwoʻole - "Hawaiʻi '78"
Video http://youtu.be/qyQGn6E3Lcg 4 min.
Meanwhile, Armageddon keeps on happening... hidden in open sight.
Experts estimates that we are losing 137 plant, animal and insect species every single day due to
rainforest deforestation. That equates to 50,000 species a year.
http://www.rain-tree.com/facts.htm#.U15ObfldWHQ

PLANET EARTH IS IN THE MIDDLE OF SIXTH MASS EXTINCTION
EVENT
Our planet is now in the midst of its sixth mass extinction of plants and animals — the sixth
wave of extinctions in the past half-billion years. We’re currently experiencing the worst rate of
species die-offs since the loss of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago.
http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/programs/biodiversity/elements_of_biodiversity/extinction_cr
isis/
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Many experts claim that radiation is too 'heavy' to travel very far after a nuclear accident.
Contrary to this misinformation, after any nuclear accident, the radiation travels all around the
world, contaminating huge areas in an invisible, undetectable cloud of poison that then
concentrates up the food chain back to humans.
US 1986-1988 IMPORTED FOOD SURVEY DATA ON ELEVATED LEVELS OF
CHERNOBYL CESIUM CS-137 PEAK ANALYSIS; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/06/us-1986-1988-imported-food-survey-data.html
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The many biologists hired by the IAEA, which is a pro nuclear marketing arm of the nuclear
industry, all reported that everything is fine with the Pacific, and that there is nothing to worry
about. We hope that they enjoy their money, because they are not telling the truth. TEPCO is
also saying there is no problem, but no one is calling them on their B#)#(#)t.

https://youtu.be/gc-2ce7qCdo?t=3m
Radioactive Seaweed Found With 40,000,000 Bq - Seaweed Put Into Many Food Products
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/04/radioactive-seaweed-found-with-40000000.html
The sick and dying sea animals and die offs of numerous species, plus the the lack of animals on
the coast of the Pacific sea shores are silent testimony to the deadly avalanche of toxicity that is
advancing through the Pacific ocean towards California. It is moving slowly, like a silent,
invisible deadly glacier. What happens when it reaches the Pacific coast? Could it wipe out all
life when it reaches the west coast of California? Will it even be detectable, or will it be diluted
by the time it arrives?
Since 2011, something really bad has been happening in the Pacific ocean. An average of 70% of
all sea lion pups are dying, seals with lesions and hair loss, polar bears with lesions and hair loss,
plus a reporter getting a high radiation reading from one of them seem to confirm something very
bad is happening to the ocean. This die off and strange reports of lesions, sores, hair falling out,
in seals, walruses and polar bears is still happening years later, and it all started in 2011, right
after the Fukushima mega nuclear disaster.
2015 - Record Level Of Dying, Sick, Injured California Seals And Sea Lions, Mass Die Offs
Continue, Started In 2011 After Fukushima
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/04/2014-record-level-of-sick-injured.html

FUKUSHIMA IS NOT IN COLD SHUTDOWN, NOR IS IT BEING
DECOMMISSIONED
Fukushima is not in cold shut down. It was destroyed by the 9.0 earthquake, not the tsunami, as
the nuclear industry is reporting. The Fukushima mega nuclear disaster is getting worse and
going downhill fast. The Fukushima mega nuclear disaster is just starting.
Steam has been coming up from the ground and out/through unit #3 all the way up to today,
starting from 3/11 on an irregular but continuous basis, from then until now. Multiple coriums
melted down either into the basements and/or into the ground, and are now poisoning the
groundwater. There are multiple locations on the Fukushima site with radiation levels above 10
Sieverts per hour, which is enough to kill anyone getting close.
This poisoned groundwater moves into the ocean at a rate of at least 400 tons a day, and it is
highly radioactive plus deadly. There is no end to this avalanche POURING highly radioactive

water into the ocean, and no plan to stop it. It has been happening since 3/11, with no let up.
TEPCO admitted to this, so there is no dispute about it.
Bottom line, Fukushima radiation continues to pour out of multiple open trenches that have
bottoms of gravel, direct from broken open reactors with no end in sight. Fukushima is poisoning
the
Pacific
ocean.
For more details on just this small part of the largest ever mega nuclear disaster, click here...
Fukushima; Is It REALLY In 'Cold Shutdown'? Plus; What Is The Rest Of The Story?
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2012/03/fukushima-is-it-really-in-cold-shutdown.html
Radioactive Smoke/Steam Coming Out Of Ground And #3 Reactor Building At Fukushima,
Rainbow Ion Spouts, 2011 - 2015
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2012/02/tokyo-alert-severe-radioactive-smoke.html

BILLIONS OF BQ/M3 CONTAINING HIGH LEVEL LIQUID
RADIOACTIVE WASTE FLOWING NON STOP INTO PACIFIC OCEAN,
IAEA WANTS TO DUMP ALL TANKS INTO OCEAN
2,300,000 Bq/m3 of all β nuclide detected in drain connected to the Pacific after Typhoon /
Highest reading ever
http://fukushima-diary.com/2013/10/2300000-bqm3-of-all-%CE%B2-nuclide-detected-in-drainconnected-to-the-pacific-after-typhoon-highest-reading-ever/
Fukushima - 200 MILLION Gallons Of Highly Radioactive Water Are Pouring Into Pacific Per
Day, Or More; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/03/fukushima-200-million-gallons-of-highly.html
There is a huge 'death zone' radioactive river pouring out of Fukushima and no one is studying
the effect of both the initial accident, this 400 tons a day 'leak', the huge garbage plume and the
effects of both the chemicals, oil, and radiation on ocean creature life, much less the effects of
Fukushima on human beings and animals such as seals, whales, polar bears and more.
Ignoring Fukushima will not change what happens. This deadly radiation will have a negative
effect. Certainly the nuclear industry does not want anyone researching this, so they are putting
their money into promoting new plants, through the IAEA and their favorite politicians.
Fukushima - Growing Alarm, Things Going Downhill Fast; 2 BILLION Bq/Liter Cesium 137
Radioactive Water Going Into Ocean; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/fukushima-growing-alarm-things-going.html

MAN MADE RADIATION CONCENTRATES AND ACCUMULATES AS IT
MOVES UP THE FOOD CHAIN LONG TERM

Some things are known about how low dose radiation concentrates up the food chain to humans.
2014 Fukushima Pacific Ocean Radiation And How It Concentrates In Mussels, Sea Stars,
Chitons, Clams, Oysters, And Fish; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/01/fukushima-pacific-ocean-radiation-and.html
As the supposedly diluted and harmless radiation kills or sickens algae, this concentrated
radiation moves up the food chain. Some of these contaminated algae move up the food chain
and are eaten by fish. These fish are eaten by larger fish. Each step up the food chain
concentrates the radiation more and more.
Via CodeShutdown October 8, 2014 "For perspective, 47 Bq/ft^3 average contamination of the
top 200 feet of ocean is within a reasonable agreement to tests and models which show up to 30
Bq/m^3 coming to the U.S. coast and this is bio-concentrated by plankton 10,000 to 100,000
times. Bad news for plankton, plankton eaters and the animals and people who eat them! The
radioactive plankton sink to the bottom and marine biologists should be testing all of this!
The average annual concentration of 90Sr in water supplies should not exceed 8 pCi/L (0.3
Bq/L)
Authors: N. Casacuberta
Harvested fish will contain 40 times the radioactivity of the sea water. Infectious, cardiovascular
and other diseases are bigger contributors to death than cancer;
http://www.npsag.org/upload/reports/00-004/00004%20Castle%20Meeting%202011%2009%20-%20Paper.pdf

70 TO 90 PERCENT OF ALL HUMAN BODY RADIATION
CONTAMINATION GOES INTO BODY AFTER A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT
VIA FOOD AND DRINKS, OVER TIME
70 to 90% of all man made radiation comes into and bio accumulates in the human body via food
and drinks long term, long after the nuclear accident spill, plume or accident is gone from the
news screens.

There are many studies and charts that break down exactly how much of each radioactive
element accumulates where and over what period of time, so this subject is not in dispute. Of
course, that does not stop the pro nuclear apologists from saying that all of this radiation being
ingested is 'good' for you, despite it being a heavy metal poison, and then radioactive on top of
that.

WHAT EFFECT DOES FUKUSHIMA RADIATION HAVE ON OXYGEN
PRODUCING ALGAE IN OCEANS?
As some percentage of the algae die in massive numbers from radiation effects, they fall to the
ocean bottom, potentially causing massive effects on the oxygen content of the bottom layer of
ocean, plus a reduction in oxygen production in the top layer of ocean. This issue also deserves
study by scientists.
What we breathe is oxygen. 70% of all oxygen produced on the planet comes from algae in the
ocean. What if that algae is reduced by 90% or even disappears?
Plutonium And Cesium Bio-Concentrates 26,000 Times In Ocean Algae, Up To 5,570,000
Bq/Kg in Land Algae
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/04/plutonium-and-cesium-bio-concentrates.html
Low Dose Radiation Causes Oxygen Depletion Globally, Kills Oxygen Producing Trees And
Algae
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/low-dose-radiation-causes-oxygen.html

ALL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS HAVE A HUGE GLOBAL WARMING
EFFECT, BUT IT IS BEING HIDDEN
Low doses of radiation are known to kill both trees and algae, and oxygen levels are dropping
dramatically all around the planet.
Radioactive Carbon 14 From Nuclear Power Plants Causing Deforestation, Disease And Death
Of Plants and Trees Globally; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/05/carbon-14-emitted-by-nuclear-power.html
Low Dose Radiation Causes Oxygen Depletion Globally, Kills Oxygen Producing Trees And
Algae
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/low-dose-radiation-causes-oxygen.html
Nuclear Energy As A Direct Cause Of Global Warming; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/12/nuclear-energy-as-direct-cause-of.html
What if the oxygen producing algae is replaced by bacteria that feed on dead algae falling to the
bottom of the ocean, which then creates massive amounts of poisonous and deadly hydrogen
sulfide, also know as H2S? Reports from some experts are that dead zones in the ocean are
increasing all around the world due to this reason.

PLUTONIUM WENT ALL THE WAY AROUND THE WORLD AFTER 3/11
FUKUSHIMA MEGA NUCLEAR DISASTER

On top of all of these things and more, humanity all around the world is just waiting for the 8-10
year time clock to run out, which is when the plutonium and all of the other cancer causing
Fukushima nuclear time bombs will be triggered.
Fukushima Plutonium Detected In Lithuania - Toxicity Of Plutonium Scientific Animal Studies
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/10/fukushima-plutonium-detected-in.html
Santa Susana Sodium Reactor In Los Angeles California Nuclear Plant Meltdown; Completely
Covered Up And Worse Than Three Mile Island; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2012/03/los-angeles-nuclear-plant-meltdown.html

PLUTONIUM AND OTHER MAN MADE ELEMENTS MOVING UP THE
FOOD CHAIN
Meanwhile, Fukushima radiation and particularly extra toxic and deadly plutonium is moving up
the food chain and through the food web, contaminating, killing, sickening, causing havoc and
chaos. Fishermen can no longer catch fish. They are saying catches have dropped off a cliff for
many species. Many more are showing up sick, bleeding, full of tumors, different colors, etc.

Source/credit/
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/8s_yXXDcIwk?t=4m

Rense

at

US Pacific Coast Seaweed Shows With Fukushima Cesium Contamination - October 19th, 2013
- SimplyInfo; New testing done by Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Dept. of Civil and
Environmental Engineering found Fukushima cesium in US Pacific sea weed. The samples were
standardized against a known amount of cesium 137 and cobalt 60. The finding of cesium 134
would indicate this is at least partially from the Fukushima nuclear disaster. “Washington State
Pacific coast eel weed sample contained 8.14 Bq/Kg of Cs134 and 8.88 Bq/Kg of Cs137. It also
contained 3.7 Bq/Kg of Co60” http://www.fukuleaks.org/web/?p=11613

IT DOES NOT TAKE A LOT TO CREATE MASS DIE OFFS IN AN OCEAN
Contrary to popular myth, it does not take a lot to kill an ocean and everything in it. Anyone who
has ever owned a salt water aquarium knows how sensitive those fish and that water is to even
the tiniest change, which can kill all life in a fairly short order, if even a small change is made in
the wrong direction. Even a fresh water aquarium is fairly sensitive, with some species of fish

being very prone to sickness and dying or not being able to breed with even one tiny little thing
being out of whack.
How Dangerous Is 400-6000 Pounds Of Plutonium Nano Particle Dust Liberated By
Fukushima?
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/08/how-dangerous-is-400-6000-pounds-of.html
Dr. Holger Strohm - Plutonium From Fukushima Will Kill Millions - Via Recycling Through
Many Future Generations; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/08/dr-holger-strohm-fukushima-up-to-12000.html
Plutonium Mimics Iron In Body - 2 Million Times More Dangerous Than Uranium, MOX
Planned For Use In All Future Nuclear Power Plants; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/09/plutonium-mimics-iron-in-body-2-million.html
Alpha Radiation Dangers; Polonium, Radon, Radium, Plutonium, Uranium; via@AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-radiation-dangers-polonium-radon.html
Pu-239, The Half Life of Timofey Berezin; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2012/10/pu-239-half-life-of-timofey-berezin.html

WHAT EFFECT IS FUKUSHIMA RADIATION HAVING ON SEA LIFE?
Other than several small dedicated groups, plus a few researchers and citizen activists, plus a
few medical/scientists outside of the nuclear industry, no one seems to care about Fukushima and
the negative effect it is having on the ocean, sealife, and on the world's population, at least so far.
What will it take for humanity to wake up and realize that this nightmare horror show has been
unleashed?

Picture of dead, deformed baby whale, cojoined with a twin, or growing two tails
Video; https://youtu.be/gc-2ce7qCdo?t=3m
July 31st, 2014 Report: “Worst he’s ever seen” says Alaska boat captain — Fishermen “talking
about Fukushima… convinced it has something to do with it” — Salmon “not showing up…
many have lesions or worms and parasites” — Crabs “more easily damaged… a lot of dead
catch” — Herring, cod, halibut, pollock catches “dropping off cliff”
http://enenews.com/report-worst-hes-ever-seen-says-alaska-boat-captain-salmon-just-arentshowing-up-many-have-lesions-or-worms-and-parasites-crabs-more-easily-damaged-a-lot-ofdead-catch
Some strange things are happening that people never see, such as dead oarfish, conjoined whales,
saber toothed whales and dissolving starfish all the way from Mexico to Alaska;

http://enenews.com/cnn-rare-sea-monsters-wash-ashore-southern-california-scientists-puzzledexpert-2-giant-oarfish-and-a-saber-toothed-whale-in-less-than-a-week-what-is-going-onvideo/comment-page-1#comment-398812
S. California fishermen ‘skunked… haven’t seen a squid’, usually 10,000+ lbs/day — ‘Complete
crashes’ at oyster hatcheries — Sardines, mackerel missing in areas — Pelican sites alarmingly
deserted — Record # of sick sea lions —
http://enenews.com/very-unusual-fish-catches-never-happened-before-california-fishing-boatshavent-squid-recently-10000-pounds-day-complete-crashes-oyster-hatcheries-sardines-mackerelbe-found-ultra-rare-wha/
2011 - 2015 Mass Die Off Of Sea Stars, Starfish, Chitons, Abalone, Mussels, Sun Stars, Salmon
In Pacific Ocean, S. California To Alaska; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/09/mass-die-off-of-starfish-chitons.html
Seals, Walruses, Polar Bears And Fish ARE Suffering From Fukushima Radiation Caused
Effects; via A Green Road
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/02/seals-walruses-polar-bears-suffering.html
example of hairless seal with oozing skin sores.. guess what happens when you are exposed to
radiation?
Hair
loss
and
skin
sores,
among
other
things.
Video; https://youtu.be/gc-2ce7qCdo?t=3m
70% Of All Sea Lions Dying In California; Fukushima Radiation The Cause via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/03/70-of-all-sea-lions-dying-in-california.html
ANIMALS AND LOW LEVEL RADIATION EFFECTS
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/p/animals-and-low-level-radiation-effects.html

MULTIPLE PANDORA'S BOXES HAVE BEEN OPENED AT FUKUSHIMA
Multiple Pandora's Boxes were opened at Fukushima on 3/11. The nuclear man made radiation
horrors continue to pour out of multiple coriums that left multiple reactors at Fukushima, with no
end in sight, and no solutions. But every single nuclear facility is also a Pandora's Box. They all
release invisible poisons into the air, water and ground.
The nuclear industry has a goal of spreading plutonium, 1,200 man made radioactive poisons and
deadly DU weapons dust all over the planet, with no end in sight. The three to six melted out
coriums are still out there, fissioning away, underground, poisoning the ocean, and no one seems
to care. TEPCO has no interest in finding them, locating where they are, much less figuring out
to stop these radioactive out of control lava blobs from interacting with water underground and
contaminating the ocean and all life in it.

See a video and pictures of just a small piece of one out of control radioactive lava blob at this
link;
Inside Of Fukushima Reactor 2; Molten Corium Visible, Gamma Radiation Speckles Show Up
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2015/01/inside-of-fukushima-reactor-2-molten.html
Certainly those in charge of Fukushima do not care about any living thing, not even their own
children, or they would have figured out how to stop the tidal wave of radiation pouring out into
the Pacific and their own environment that their children have to live in.
The experts have no plans to find these out of control fissioning coriums, nor do they have any
plans on stopping the deadly plume of radiation pouring into the Pacific, out of Fukushima. The
mass media is ensuring the death of the Pacific, by denying there is any problem, and refusing to
send any investigative reporters out to report on the truth of this latest planetary extinction
causing genocidal event.

Video; https://youtu.be/8s_yXXDcIwk?t=4m
What effect do they expect from pouring a river of poison into the Pacific, non stop, for one
million years? Those coriums are not going out. Water only speeds up their fission process. The
corium blobs may actually be growing and getting worse, as neutron 'breeds' new fissioning
materials from the surrounding materials. The experts don't think there is any problem with
multiple underground 100 ton radioactive lava blobs pouring poison into the air and water on
which all life depends. What do you think?

ORWELL OCEAN POETRY
or-well April 11, 2015
As usual, the hooks at the end.
Never turn your back on the Ocean,
Don't underestimate Gaias' daughter,
She can make very forward advances
And pull you into her water.
No need to forego ocean pleasure,
Meditation, recreational fun,
But give her respect in due measure
And if she withdraws from you – Run!
Your behaviour must be circumspect!

Don't soil her watery gown.
She can, what you build by her, wreck,
And in her rages she can many drown.
Beneath countenance calm or most stormy,
Life rides in the Oceans' great carriage.
We are wed. To her needs be conforming,
Or Gaia will annul the marriage.

SUMMARY
Welcome to planet Earth, the most deadly and radiation contaminated place in the Galactic
Universal system.. Galactic tourists and alien 'guest' visitors are advised to seek 'greener', cleaner
planets.. Some of these ET visitors looking in as they stop by to visit, give planet Earth and it's
human citizens playing around with thousands of poisons, about a 1 in 100 chance of making it...
Will humans wake up and realize what they are doing and stop this race to Armageddon and
accelerating negative tipping points in time?
45+
Negative
Global
Tipping
Points
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/04/2014-list-of-45-global-tipping-points.html

Report

Will we pull out of this nuclear madness and shut down all nuclear plants, plus dismantle all
nuclear weapons, or will we keep on committing global nuclear suicide? The answer is in our
hands. It is up to each one of us to make a difference. Do what you can..
Positive
Or
Neutral
Global
Tipping
Points;
via
@AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.de/2014/05/2014-positive-or-neutral-global-tipping.html

WHAT WILL IT TAKE SONG
Fukushima, Dead Sea Lions Pacific Ocean Sadness
Video; https://youtu.be/FE2WWfJbJOY

